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I. Introduction

The anti-immigrant climate in the United States that has fostered law enforcement’s abuses as well as failures to protect Latino civilians from violence and harassment has heavily escalated under the Trump administration and is now at levels unseen in decades. Latino and immigrant residents of the United States continue to be targets of hate crimes, racial profiling, massive deportations and either the active targeting by law enforcement or the silent complicity when failing to protect Latinos who far too often are unnecessary victims of crimes. Latinos continue to be targeted, harassed, abused and killed, often either directly by the state or in the face of vivid disinterest by law enforcement personnel to protect Latinos.

The highest levels of the U.S. federal government continue to actively encourage such hate-filled rhetoric, and there are numerous cases of federal and local law enforcement either abandoning their obligations to respect, protect and fulfill human rights obligations in securing the safety of all civilians, or they have affirmatively violated the dignity and well-being of Latino civilians. The anti-immigrant, anti-Latino climate has encouraged similar language and hate crimes among citizens who target Latino immigrants with overwhelming impunity. “Local, state, and national government participation in alarmist immigration rhetoric and laws embracing ‘alien immigrant,’ ‘criminal,’ and terrorist’ as one in the same, lend legitimacy to a range of anti-immigration activities by civilians.”

The disproportionate impact of failed immigration enforcement and policing policies on the Latino community comes at a time when the Commission has been paying close attention to the killing of African-American citizens at the hands of law enforcement in the United States, recognizing the pattern of a failed criminal justice system from initial interaction with law enforcement to investigation, indictment, prosecution and conviction. It also comes at a time of increased vitriolic rhetoric by heads of state across the region, which includes xenophobic, misogynistic, racist, homophobic and anti-poor language that have been converted into official state practice, particularly in the United States. Within the U.S., this pattern of unchecked hate speech and state violence is not limited to any one particular state, but rather is occurring nationwide in cities and towns across the country.

Latinos/as overwhelmingly recognize that their fear for their lives, citizen insecurity and targeting based on race and ethnicity is directly traceable to the highest levels of government and officials, including President Trump. In a recent survey by a credible polling organization, nearly

---

3 Arelis Hernandez, Pew survey: It’s getting harder to be Latino in America, Washington Post (Oct. 25, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/immigration/pew-survey-its-getting-harder-to-be-latino-in-america/2018/10/25/1b11ea34-d649-11e8-83a2-d1c3da28d6b6_story.html (“Two-thirds of Hispanics say the government’s actions — which include lowering the bar for deportations, a now-rescinded effort to separate families at the border, scaling back protections for immigrants brought to the United States as children and reversing parts of the Affordable Care Act — have been harmful to Hispanics.”).
half of Latinos/as say their situation worsened in 2018 and they feel insecure under President Trump, a significant increase from just prior to the 2016 presidential election.

Despite the United States’ withdrawal from human rights mechanisms and showing reluctance, if not adversity, to participating in long-established forums intended to vindicate human rights, the United States is still responsible for complying with its international human rights obligations, including informing, training, monitoring, and enforcing compliance with relevant international law. Petitioners submit their request in light of the Commission’s understanding of the same.

II. The Trump Administration’s pattern of widespread hostility toward Latinx immigrant lives\(^4\) perpetuates a climate of fear and violence in America.

A. Racist and xenophobic language began during Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign platform.

As the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights correctly noted in a petition LatinoJustice PRLDEF filed 11 years ago alleging failure to protect and that the United States, both “through its actions and omissions, is responsible for encouraging a climate that fosters violence against Latinos residing in the country, which has resulted in an increase in the number of crimes committed against them by private individuals,”\(^5\) those facts have not changed. In fact, they have only intensified. The United States continues to create climates encouraging of violence by “inadequate data collection, limited training of law enforcement officials regarding investigating and documenting hate crimes, delegation of immigration authority to localities, hostile and biased enforcement of immigration laws, as well as the failure to devote resources to monitor hate groups and institute policies to ensure protection.”\(^6\) But more than that, the United States is now actively inciting violence against Latinos/as through racially incendiary language, implicit acceptance of private violence, lack of investigative mechanisms or political will to respond to hate crimes against Latinos/as and deputizing officials – federal and local – to engage in racial profiling and targeting of Latinos/as on the basis of their race, ethnicity and national origin.

Donald Trump made his way into the 2016 presidential election donning the campaign slogan, “Make America Great Again,” which made white supremacy a fundamental, albeit implicit, pillar of the campaign. His campaign events were marked by references to violence or

---

\(^4\) Throughout this submission, Petitioners (for the most part) reference immigrants as interchangeable with Latinos/as and the Latino community. The presumption and perspective throughout this petition are that the overwhelming majority of immigrants targeted by racist and xenophobic policies are in fact Latino. This by no means is intended to exclude Black, Muslim, Arab and Asian immigrants that are equally terrorized by these policies. However, by the Government’s own admission, 97 percent of all immigrants deported in FY 16 were from Latin American countries, namely Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador. See U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, FY 2016 ICE Immigration Removals, https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Report/2016/removal-stats-2016.pdf.


\(^6\) Id., para. 1.
encouraging of the same. President Trump’s campaign attracted criticism for his openly anti-immigrant views, views that carried over into his subsequent presidency and manifested as xenophobic and racist policies. Among his many attacks against people of color—and Latino/a immigrants in particular—was his deliberate racialization of immigration policy by reducing a complex policy decision into a nationalist campaign against Latino/a immigrants.

Throughout his campaign, Trump’s declarations during publicized, broadcasted events were decorated with sentiments supporting white nationalism. Trump launched his campaign by announcing his plans for a Mexico-financed border wall, justifying it by spewing inaccurate fear-mongering statements about the migrant-Latino community and their countries of origin. In his presidential announcement speech, he infamously asserted that Mexican, Central, and South American immigrants were “killers” and “rapists” whose sole interest in coming to the United States is to bring drugs and crime into the country. President Trump used his campaign platform to explicitly target individuals based on their national origin and ethnic background, regardless of their actual citizenship status. When federal district court judge Gonzalo P. Curiel ruled against him in a fraud case, Trump accused the judge of bias because of his Latino heritage, stating, “he's a Mexican. We're building a wall between here and Mexico. The answer is, he is giving us very unfair rulings, rulings that people can't even believe. . . now I say why? Well, I want to - I'm building a wall, OK...” During the Republican primary, he stated, “we have to have assimilation...This is a country where we speak English, not Spanish.” The anti-minority, anti-immigrant rhetoric were key points that fueled his campaign and, as a result, gave his voting base a platform on which to emulate this behavior against Latinos and other marginalized groups.

B. Anti-immigrant, xenophobic and racist rhetoric continues through Trump’s presidency.

President Trump has continued to push a binary dichotomy that pits “innocent Americans” against “dangerous criminal aliens,” disregarding immigrant contributions as well as the

7 Ed Mazza, Shocking Supercut Shows Trump Encouraging Violence Again And Again And Again, Huffington Post (Oct. 25, 2018), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-rally-violence_n_5bd1121b1e4b05bca94882565.

8 “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending you. They’re not sending you. They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.” – Donald J. Trump. Speech available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2015/06/16/full-text-donald-trump-announces-a-presidential-bid/.


comparatively higher rates of native-born criminality.\textsuperscript{12} He and cabinet-level officials have referred to Latinos and immigrants as rapists, animals and criminals.\textsuperscript{13} President Trump said that (mainly Latino) immigrants who are undocumented “pour into and infest” the United States and that unauthorized immigration is a “monstrosity.”\textsuperscript{14} He’s demanded that four Congresswomen of color – including a Latina – who are U.S.-born “go back” to their “home” countries. High-level officials in the Trump administration have consistently echoed the President’s anti-Latino views. Vice President Mike Pence vehemently opposed the resettlement of unaccompanied minors seeking asylum in Indiana, writing, “failure to expedite the return of unaccompanied children thwarts the rule of law and will only continue to send a distorted message that illegally crossing into America is without consequence.”\textsuperscript{15} Former Attorney General Sessions celebrated the administration’s pro-deportation policies in a speech on the Arizona border, noting “[i]t is here, on this sliver of land, where we first take our stand against this filth…under the President’s leadership and through his Executive Orders, we will secure this border and bring the full weight of both the immigration courts and federal criminal enforcement to combat this attack on our national security and sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{16}

The racist and xenophobic directives from the President on down have permeated all levels of federal government. In an email circulated within the Department of Justice, public information officers and attorneys were ordered to favor the harmful term “illegal alien” over the term “undocumented immigrant”.\textsuperscript{17} The White House leadership itself has said that DREAMers—young immigrants who were brought to the U.S. as children and who are overwhelmingly Latino—are “too lazy to get off their asses” and thus end up opting for government protections instead of employment.\textsuperscript{18} The use of this adverse fear-mongering language has become a tool of this administration and its supporters to ostracize and degrade undocumented people.

\textsuperscript{12} In terms of actual criminality, it has been shown that immigrants are less likely to commit crimes. See Richard Pérez-Peña, Contrary to Trump’s Claims, Immigrants Are Less Likely to Commit Crimes, New York Times (Jan. 26, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/26/us/trump-illegal-immigrants-crime.html. This is proven by ICE’s own data. For example, in 2016, ICE had removed (deported) a total of 240,255 undocumented immigrants from the United States. Forty-two percent of those removed were “non-criminal immigration violators,” meaning they had no criminal records. See U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, FY 2016 ICE Immigration Removals, https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Report/2016/removal-stats-2016.pdf.

\textsuperscript{13} Supra note 3; see also Gregory Korte, et al., “Trump ramps up rhetoric on undocumented immigrants: These aren’t people. These are animals.”, USA Today (May 17, 2018), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/16/trump-immigrants-animals-mexico-democrats-sanctuary-cities/617252002/.


\textsuperscript{18} John Kelly dismisses some DREAMers as ‘too lazy to get off their asses’, The Week (Feb. 6, 2018), https://theweek.com/speedreads/753602/john-kelly-dismisses-some-dreamers-lazy-asses.
More than deterring access to public spaces and services, the Trump administration’s vile
demonization of Latinos/as and immigrants has resulted in violence against the community. At a
rally in Florida that Trump spoke at, he asked the audience for ideas on halting undocumented
immigrants from arriving, saying, “how do you stop these people?” One man shouted out from the
audience, “shoot them!” Trump smiled and responded, “that’s only in the Panhandle you can
get away with that stuff. Only in the Panhandle.” 19 Not only did he not rebuke the idea, but he
implied his approval of it and lament that it couldn’t be done elsewhere outside of Florida.

Recently, on August 3, 2019, a domestic terrorist opened fire at a Wal-Mart store in El
Paso, Texas – a border town – killing twenty-two civilians, all Latinos. The gunman said that he
was targeting “Mexicans,” 20 and that he was inspired by President Donald J. Trump’s views,
rhetoric and policies. 21 Just weeks later, a man was arrested in Seattle, Washington for threatening
to kill a Latina restaurant worker as part of a “racial war” that is inspired by President Trump. In
a post on social media, the man – Eric Lin – said, “I Thank God everyday President Donald John
Trump is President and that he will launch a Racial War and Crusade to keep the N-----s, Spics
and Muslims and any dangerous non-White or Ethnically or Culturally Foreign group 'In Line' by
in line it is meant that they will either be sent to 'Concentration Camps' or dealt with Ruthlessly
and Vigorously by the United States Military.” 22 (Sic). Violence against Latinos/as and
immigrants is on the rise, and the perpetrators are drawing their inspiration, their mandate and their
immunity directly from the highest levels of authority in the U.S. government.

The United States has said that even if the anti-immigrant rhetoric used by federal
government agencies and the nation’s highest officials demonizes and degrades the Latino
community, “it is not at all convincing in 2015.” 23 On the contrary, under President Trump, anti-
immigrant and anti-Latino rhetoric has crystalized into discriminatory, anti-immigrant policy-
making. 24

III. The Trump Administration has made terrorizing Latino/a immigrants and targeting them based on racially biased profiling and xenophobia a fundamental platform of federal policies and conduct.

A. Criminalization of immigrants

Aggressive and invasive enforcement of immigration law by federal agents has increasingly become more violent. Hostility by both public and private actors towards undocumented immigrants continues to be a norm in American society. Since the first year of the Trump administration, the criminalization of immigrant activity, behavior and even presence became official government policy. According to federal government reports, there has been a dramatic increase in immigration arrests since Trump’s inauguration.25 The latest effort to criminalize Latino/a immigrant presence comes in the form of a proposed rule that the Department of Homeland Security will issue that would allow the agency to collect DNA samples of immigrants being held in federal immigration custody (regardless whether it’s in a local or federal facility) to be entered into a national criminal database.26 The gathering of immigrants’ DNA is totally unrelated to whether any criminal acts have occurred, they are being accused or have been convicted of a crime or have a criminal record. It is merely based on their act of migration, which the United States deems to be criminal in and of itself and thus engages in targeted enforcement based on the ethnicity, race and/or national origin of the immigrant.

Beyond the arrests, the threatening and terrorizing tone of the federal government is to let immigrants know that they will be viewed and treated as criminals, and to put any and all immigrants in the United States on permanent notice that at any moment, their lives could be disrupted and they could be removed from their families, arrested, detained and deported. Official government policy changed from prioritizing immigrants with criminal convictions or orders for removal to criminalizing the very presence of millions of undocumented immigrants, most of whom have families that include U.S. citizens, and whose lives have been built in the United States. The narrative of all immigrants as criminals permeates how the federal government views immigration enforcement, and any policy that could implicate immigrant access of basic and fundamental human rights and public services.

As President, Trump has advocated for increasingly nativist, anti-immigrant legislation that pushes a narrative of immigrants as criminals. The direction coming out of this administration has signaled to Congress that any legislation that curbs the rights of immigrants – focusing in particular on Latino/a immigrants – will have the support of the Trump administration. As a result, in 2017, the U.S. House of Representatives passed Kate’s Law, a bill that increases criminal penalties for undocumented individuals who re-enter the U.S. after deportation. Attacks on municipalities who support immigrants initially came through Executive Order 13768, titled “Enhancing Public Safety

in the Interior of the United States,” which states that “sanctuary jurisdictions” that refuse to comply with immigration enforcement measures would not be “eligible to receive Federal grants, except as deemed necessary for law enforcement purposes” by the U.S. Attorney General or Secretary of Homeland Security. The Executive Order also prioritized the deportation of individuals his administration deemed to “pose a public safety or national security risk” and instituted “Secure Communities,” a deportation program discontinued under the Obama administration which uses local law enforcement arrest data to identify individuals residing in the U.S. without legal permission. Executive Order 13768 was immediately challenged in court and was found to be unconstitutional, however the U.S. House of Representatives continued carrying the anti-immigrant torch and passed the “No Sanctuary for Criminals Act,” which attempted to defund cities known as “sanctuary cities” that limit cooperation with federal immigration law enforcement. As both were passed by the House, President Trump immediately took to his personal Twitter feed and posted, “MAKE AMERICA SAFE AGAIN!” and “#SaveAmericanLives.” In another anti-immigrant Executive Order issued just a couple of weeks later on February 9, 2017, Trump continued feeding the erroneous and dangerous narrative that immigrants are inherently criminals by incorrectly citing immigration as a major cause for violence.

Following these Executive Orders, Trump continued to misidentify immigrants as disproportionately responsible for committing crimes. On February 20, 2017, the Trump administration created an office specifically to highlight crimes committed by immigrants. John Kelly, the then-director of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) during that time, created the Victims of Immigrant Crime Enforcement (VOICE) on the non-factual basis that “criminal aliens routinely victimize U.S. citizens and other legal residents.” The following month, Trump continued to equate immigrants from Latin America with criminality when he told a police union, “[w]e will work every day to remove the gang members, drug dealers, and violent criminals from your communities — and we already are. They’re being moved very quickly. In fact, [Department of Homeland Security Secretary] General Kelly, as you know, has done a fantastic job on the border. Down 61 percent since inauguration. People coming in down 61 percent, which is a tremendous number.”

29 A nationwide preliminary injunction was originally issued in Cty. of Santa Clara v. Trump, 267 F. Supp. 3d 1201 (N.D. Cal. 2017), appeal dismissed as moot sub nom. City & Cty. of San Francisco v. Trump, No. 17-16886, 2018 WL 1401847 (9th Cir. Jan. 4, 2018). The Executive Order was later permanently enjoined and found to be unconstitutional.
30 H.R. 3003 (115th Congress).
31 https://twitter.comrealDonaldTrump/status/880489358431850496.
33 This point is discussed further below in Section IV(B)(2).
Equating immigrants – namely Latino/a immigrants and Latinos/as as a whole – with criminality was quickly adopted by the administration as a whole. During a visit to Long Island, New York – not too far from the area where Petitioner Marcelo Lucero was murdered – former Attorney General Jeff Sessions visited the area and announced stricter policies on migrant children arriving from El Salvador. While noting that the gang MS-13 was present in that particular community, Sessions equated all Salvadoran youth in the area and in the country with illicit gang activity, when in fact most youth who arrive to the U.S. are fleeing gang and criminal violence and often seek asylum, including from death threats or extortion to them and their families. They are not the perpetrators of gang violence, they are the victims of it. One high school student in Long Island was arrested and suspended for posing in a picture with the Salvadoran flag that displayed the area code of the country. Instead of recognizing the picture as a benign image reflective of cultural pride and expressed by millions of immigrants worldwide, the student was accused of being a gang member because he was Salvadoran. President Trump fully supported and adopted Sessions’ criminalizing narrative, saying of MS-13 gang members – who are presumed to be all Salvadoran youth - “[t]hese aren’t people. These are animals.” In an equally cruel policy choice and as an implicit nod to the fact that many Latino/a immigrants are escaping gang violence in their home countries – but refusing to acknowledge their legitimate fears or alter the criminalizing narrative of immigrants as a whole – the Department of Justice under Sessions changed the criteria for asylum seekers to enter the United States by removing gang violence and domestic violence as long-established and accepted criteria.

B. Racial profiling, harassment and the targeting of Latino/a immigrants

1. Arrests and raids by Immigration and Custom Enforcement

In June 2017 during a congressional hearing, Thomas Homan, then acting Director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), told members, “you should be uncomfortable. You should look over your shoulder. You need to be worried. No population is off the table.” ICE Enforcement and Removal Operations made a total of 143,470 arrests in 2017, which represents a 30% rise from the prior year. Raids on homes, work sites and in public spaces have permeated the government’s attacks on immigrant communities. On June 17, 2019, President Trump announced via his personal Twitter account, “[n]ext week ICE will begin the process of removing the millions of illegal aliens who have illicitly found their way into the United States. They will be removed as fast as they come in.” In response to this statement, a former Department of Homeland Security officer, Theresa Cardinal Brown, stated, “My guess is that for the next 48

40 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1140791400658870274.
hours or so, you will see a lot of immigrant kids who are not in school, [and] parents [that] are not going to show up for work.”

On July 12, 2019, Trump issued a statement concerning the announced raids, stating “It starts on Sunday and [ICE is] gonna take people out and they’re going to bring them back to their countries or they’re gonna take criminals out, put them in prison, or put them in prison in the countries they came from.” Three anonymous Department of Homeland Security (DHS) officials were reported discussing plans to detain and deport families who have received a deportation notice, and “collateral” immigrants, including children, who happen to be near the raids at the time. Speaker of the House of Representatives, Nanci Pelosi, called the ICE raids “brutal” and said they would “tear families apart.” And yet the raids persisted.

On August 7, 2019, ICE engaged in the largest single-state raid in U.S. history, arresting and detaining 680 immigrant workers at three poultry plants owned by Koch corporation. The raid came just days after a gunman assassinated twenty-two Latino civilians in El Paso, Texas. Despite claims by DHS officials that employers should take note of enforcement actions when undocumented workers are hired, there has been no known action taken against the poultry plant owner and operator.

The perpetual threat of raids and the presence of ICE agents at or near namely Latino immigrant communities, including daycare centers, courthouses, schools,

41 Jasmine Aguilera, President Trump Called This Weekend’s ICE Raids ‘Very Successful.’ Here’s What We Know So Far, (July 15, 2019), available at https://time.com/5625372/president-trump-ice-raids/.
43 Jasmine Aguilera, President Trump Called This Weekend’s ICE Raids ‘Very Successful.’ Here’s What We Know So Far, (July 15, 2019), available at https://time.com/5625372/president-trump-ice-raids/.
48 The National Education Association issued a bulletin to its state members advising them what they can do if ICE agents show up at school looking for a student. Your Students And Immigration Raids: What You Can Do, https://www.nea.org/assets/docs/ice-raids-fact-sheet-1.pdf.
religious institutions, health care facilities and supermarkets, have inevitably led to a deterrence effect among immigrant families from attending to their basic needs.

C. Collaboration with, and deputizing of, local law enforcement to unconstitutionally arrest and detain immigrants.

1. ICE detainers and 287(g)

While it is true that the U.S. 287(g) Task Force Model agreements expired in late 2012, the Jail Enforcement Model, under which 287(g) still operates, is deeply tied to the racial profiling of Latinos and still remains in effect today. This program allows local police officers to check the legal presence of those who have been arrested as they are processed into county or state jails. ICE has 287(g) agreements with 45 law enforcement agencies in 18 different states across the United States, thus giving local law enforcement the authority to detain immigrants as though they were federal agents. While in theory the agreement authorizes local law enforcement to question an individual after they are in custody, in reality the practice has been used as a pretext for racially profiling Latinos by local police who have no experience in immigration enforcement. In practice, Latinos are often racially profiled while driving or “looking suspicious,” or on the pretext of a traffic violation, which is then used to inquire into their immigration status. From 2008 - 2012, ICE issued detainers for at least 834 U.S. citizens and 28,489 legal permanent residents. Officers often use “foreign-sounding” last names, place of birth, or racial appearance as a reason for reporting someone for an immigration investigation. Such law enforcement initiatives overwhelmingly identify Latinos for deportation, with officers using race as an indicator of immigration status. In August 2019, a Latino man was stopped in Louisiana on a traffic charge, 

53 The number of jurisdictions participating in the 287(g) program has increased by 16 since President Trump’s election in November 2016; two jurisdictions were added within a month of President Trump’s election, three prior to his inauguration, and another eleven since then. See Immigration and Customs Enforcement, factsheet, available at https://www.ice.gov/factsheets/287g.
54 See ICE Detainers Placed on U.S. Citizens and Legal Permanent Residents, Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), Syracuse University (Feb. 2013), http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/311/.
then held illegally for days because the local sheriff’s office wrongly suspected based on his name and ethnicity that he was undocumented.⁵⁷ If the person stopped can’t prove authorized status at that point, they are arrested and detained, and held for federal intervention. This latest example of racial profiling is exactly what programs like 287(g) and unlawful detainers are designed to do yet are precisely what the constitution and this Commission’s jurisprudence forbid.

A recent report found that of 2,556 counties that were analyzed nationwide, 1,922 counties hold undocumented immigrants on ICE detainers and 2,414 counties will notify ICE when undocumented immigrants will be released from custody.⁵⁸ Harris County, Texas, for example, is deeply entrenched in the agreement; it collaborates with ICE to deport close to 300 people every month,⁵⁹ and unlawfully engages in racial profiling of Latinos/as. The United States has claimed that “non-U.S. citizens who are not arrested for a crime are outside the scope of the 287(g) program.”⁶⁰ However, Latinos (both U.S. citizens and non-U.S. citizens) are regularly arrested solely based on the racist and xenophobic suspicion that they may be undocumented based on how they look, not because probable cause exists to suspect them of a crime. For example, Eddy Arias, a Latino teacher in Houston, spent 45 days in Harris County Jail for driving through a yellow traffic light. The officer asked him if he was from the United States and he replied honestly, telling him that he was not. The officer laughed and said, “I knew it.” Arias was held in solitary confinement for one week, and due to his immigration status was transferred to a Texas ICE detention center,⁶¹ only to be released when authorities cleared him of any wrongdoing.⁶² The criminalization of presence is evident in Arias’ case, where his only crime was being a Latino immigrant.

The fact that Suffolk County in New York and Shennendoah County in Pennsylvania have not participated in the 287(g) program (as the United States noted in its response) is irrelevant to the fact that 287(g) significantly contributes to the overall hostile environment towards Latinos in the United States. Despite lack of a formal agreement, ICE detainers in Suffolk County are often adhered to. This is a complete reversal of a previous Suffolk County policy which specifically required a judge’s order prior to detaining undocumented immigrant inmates solely for federal

---

⁵⁹ Eesha Pandit, The government’s cold-blooded anti-immigrant scam: How ICE is outsourcing detention and deportation to local police, SALON (May 9, 2016) available at http://www.salon.com/2016/05/09/the_governments_cold_blooded_anti_immigrant_scam_how_ice_is_outsourcing_detention_and_deportation_to_local_police/.
⁶² Eesha Pandit, The government’s cold-blooded anti-immigrant scam: How ICE is outsourcing detention and deportation to local police, SALON (May 9, 2016) available at http://www.salon.com/2016/05/09/the_governments_cold_blooded_anti_immigrant_scam_how_ice_is_outsourcing_detention_and_deportation_to_local_police/.
deportation agents. According to Sheriff DeMarco, Suffolk County continues to work closely with ICE, going so far as allowing ICE to have an office in their correctional facility with access to any information on detained immigrants. Further, Sheriff DeMarco met with the Department of Homeland Security in late 2016 to figure out how to continue working together after Suffolk County received a letter by civil rights organizations detailing the illegality of holding undocumented immigrants solely on a detainer request. At ICE’s request and up until late 2018, Suffolk County continued to unlawfully hold many undocumented immigrants for up to 48 hours after their criminal charges have been released.

Federal courts have repeatedly found that ICE detainers are unconstitutional because they exceed the government’s authority to hold prisoners without a warrant. Darrel Stephens, Director of the Major Cities Chiefs Association, has expressed the concerns of himself and other police chiefs nationwide, noting that a “good many jails, and even states, have said that they will not honor the detainer requests without a warrant. This is not an unreasonable request and certainly doesn’t mean they’re unwilling to cooperate. They just want to ensure they are operating within the law.” Indeed, ICE detainers have consistently been found to be an impermissible basis for continued detention. Courts have stated that “local law enforcement agencies are free to disregard detainers and cannot use them as a defense of unlawful detention.”

Besides being an unconstitutional practice, it is an expensive one for most municipalities. Local police departments that refuse to cooperate with federal immigration authorities in the arrest and detention of immigrants could face penalties and litigation expenses for holding a detainee beyond the constitutionally permissible time. Detainers and ICE collaboration is made even more

---

64 When interviewed by local media, Sheriff DeMarco said:

Federal ICE agents have access to our jail management system so they can track the inmate they’re interested in and they can know when they’re going to court, what their release dates are, when they’re sentenced, when they’re going upstate – cause some inmates to get sentenced go upstate. That detainer will follow them up to a state prison and ICE can get them when they’re released from state prison. So we work very, very closely with them and we’re always trying to enhance our relationship.

65 Id.
67 Id.
69 See Galazka v. Szalczyk, 745 F.3d 634, 641 (3d Cir. 2014); Villars v. Kubiatkowski, 45 F.Supp.3d 791, 802 (N.D. Ill. 2014) (federal courts and all relevant federal agencies and departments consider ICE detainers to be requests).
challenging for counties and cities that have declared themselves to be sanctuaries. Given these financial and moral concerns, all 58 sheriffs in California counties have refused to withhold inmates past their release dates for ICE. Even sheriffs who willfully comply with other ICE requests—such as information on a currently detained person—have refused to honor ICE’s detainer requests for fear of being hauled into court and facing expensive litigation costs.

Despite widely accepted authority of the illegality of ICE detainers and the recognition that they are merely civil requests, not federal warrants, former U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions consistently attempted to mandate and persuade jurisdictions to commit to the 287(g) program. He pushed for undeterred communication between local law enforcement and ICE, often going so far as threatening local jurisdictions with taking away their federal funding if they refused to do so. When commenting on jurisdictions that do not comply with the 287(g) program, Attorney General Sessions stated, “It is not acceptable for jurisdictions to refuse to cooperate with federal law enforcement by releasing criminal aliens back into our communities when our law required them to be deported. The Department of Justice will use all lawful authority to ensure that criminals who are illegally in this country are detained and removed swiftly and to hold accountable jurisdictions that willfully violate federal law.”

Contrary to what the United States claims, local law enforcement who receive training by ICE under the 287(g) program have not proven that they understand and promote the “utmost
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70 For more information on the sanctuary city movement and the local protections it intends to offer immigrants, see Sanctuary, Safety and Community, LATINOJUSTICE PRLEDF AND DEMOS, https://www.latinojustice.org/sites/default/files/Sanctuary_Safety_Community_LatinoJustice_Demos_ENG.pdf.


72 Sheriff Adam Christianson of Stanislaus County, California has argued that sheriffs are concerned of the legal ramifications that may come should they decide to comply with ICE detainers. “Sheriffs aren’t going to come close to a Fourth Amendment violation that is going to expose them to liability.” Id.

73 Delivering remarks on sanctuary jurisdictions in Washington D.C., Attorney General Sessions stated, Today I am urging all states and local jurisdictions to comply with all federal laws, including 8 U.S.C. Section 1373. Moreover, the Department of Justice will require jurisdictions seeking or applying for Department grants to certify compliance with Section 1373 as a condition for receiving these awards. This policy is entirely consistent with the Department of Justice’s Office of Justice Programs (OJP) guidance issued last July under the previous administration. This guidance requires state and local jurisdictions to comply and certify compliance with Section 1373 in order to be eligible for OJP grants. It also made clear that failure to remedy violations could result in withholding of grants, termination of grants, and disbarment or ineligibility for future grants. The Department of Justice will also take all lawful steps to claw-back any funds awarded to a jurisdiction that willfully violates Section 1373. See Attorney General Jeff Sessions Delivers Remarks on Sanctuary Jurisdictions, Dep’t of Justice, Office of Public Affairs (Mar. 27, 2017), available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-jeff-sessions-delivers-remarks-sanctuary-jurisdictions.

respect for civil rights and civil liberties” of those targeted, arrested and detained. The United States has stated that the ICE Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) conducts an inspection of the 287(g) program at least every two years, at which time it considers compliance with civil rights and civil liberties protections. During these inspections, the agency supposedly “researches the programs before inspection to determine which complaints have been lodged against officers or the program itself.” However, an internal audit to assess compliance with the constitution and federal law protections does not insulate the Department from scrutiny or assuage Petitioners – or this Commission – that in fact they have done just that, particularly in light of the egregious history and current practices in targeting and terrorizing immigrant communities of color, like those that Petitioners come from. There is no guarantee, or public confidence, that the OPR assessment: 1) is adequate or accurate; 2) in the case of a program not adhering to civil rights, it offers a remedial measure to either cancel the program or hold the responsible officers accountable who abused their authority; and 3) that the reports will be fully public and transparent. The same lack of confidence and accountability is true of the DHS Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, which purports to “investigate[s] complaints related to the implementation of 287(g) programs, and has participated in some of the program inspections.” There are no reports from the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties available on their website, or anywhere else on the DHS platform, contributing to the lack of transparency and ultimate accountability for both the offender programs and the supposed checks on abuse.

Lastly, the State refers the Commission to the DHS’s Office of Inspector General as an office that addresses internal allegations of misconduct or excessive use of force, however the number of investigations and prosecutions executed by this office against its employees is unknown, as is the number of penalties assigned compared with the number of complaints received. The hotline and form do not appear to be available in Spanish either, which is the primary language of the majority of Latinos targeted for detention and deportation.

2. Consent Decrees

In an era where police brutality against people of color has been at the forefront of sociopolitical conversations, former Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced that the Trump administration will scale back on reform efforts of troubled police agencies. This Obama-initiated Department of Justice (DOJ) approach was meant to respond to a history of violence by numerous police departments against communities of color – namely Black and Latinx - by increasing accountability, visibility, and transparency. However, these goals have been discarded
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75 Marcelo Lucero case, U.S. Response, 12. “Including the U.S. Department of Justice’s 2014 Guidance for Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Regarding the Use of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, National Origin, Religion, sexual Orientation, or Gender Identity in training materials is insufficient to avoid responsibility and liability for the known racial profiling that occurs under the 287(g) program.


77 Marcelo Lucero case, U.S. Response, 12.

78 The State mentions in its Response that the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) created a “Use of Force Reporting System,” which is a separate agency within DHS from ICE. Whether ICE has a similar reporting structure is unclear, and if so, its availability to the public remains unknown.

As no longer legitimate or worthwhile policy and legal objectives and have been replaced instead by a Department that openly promotes impunity and protection for police officers and departments that profile, harass and even kill civilians.

As a U.S. Senator, Jeff Sessions wrote that “one of the most dangerous, and rarely discussed, exercises of raw power is the issuance of expansive court decrees,” which constitute an “end run around the democratic process.” The State argues that the Department of Justice “has opened more than 20 pattern and practice investigations of law enforcement agencies in the last six years, and is currently enforcing 16 landmark agreements.” However, that was prior to the confirmation of Sessions as Attorney General. Since assuming his position, Sessions has drastically reduced federal oversight of local police departments, and consent decrees have been particularly targeted for elimination. In March 2017, Attorney General Sessions issued a two-page memorandum instructing the Justice Department to immediately review all “collaborative investigations and prosecutions, grant making, technical assistance and training, compliance reviews, existing or contemplated consent decrees, and task force participation.” That same month, the Justice Department tried unsuccessfully to block a federal court in Baltimore from approving a consent decree between the city and the Baltimore Police Department to rein in discriminatory police practices that the department itself had negotiated over a multi-year period. While the Justice Department has not entirely abandoned consent decrees, there is a presumption against their use, with attorneys being instructed to avoid settlements with court oversight absent an “unavoidable reason.” That presumption has been continued by Sessions’ successor, William Barr, the current Attorney General.

The Department of Justice’ distaste for consent decrees is especially troubling for police-community relations because it is motivated in part by the belief that holding police departments accountable hinders their efficiency. It is troubling that the Department of Justice has stated that, “investigations and consent decrees…can turn bad. They can reduce the morale of the police officers.” In remarks to the National Association of Attorneys General, he said that “we need...[to] help police departments get better, not diminish their effectiveness...and I’m afraid we’ve done some of that. So we’re going to try to pull back on this...one of the big things out there
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80 Consent Decrees in Institutional Reform Litigation: Strategies for State Legislatures, ALABAMA POLICY INSTITUTE (2008), https://www.alabamapolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/API-Research-Consent-Decrees.pdf. He also stated that, “certain governmental agencies secretly delight in being sued because they hope a settlement will be reached resulting in the agency receiving more money than what the legislative branch or other funding source would otherwise have deemed justified.”
81 Marcelo Lucero case, U.S. Resp. at 22.
84 In Attorney General Barr’s comments to a police officer society, he affirmed the fullest commitment to defending the police, even when they have engaged in wrongful arrests or detention. Attorney General William P. Barr Delivers Remarks at the Grand Lodge Fraternal Order of Police’s 64th National Biennial Conference (Aug. 12, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-william-p-barr-delivers-remarks-grand-lodge-fraternal-order-polices-64th.
that’s, I think, causing trouble and where you see the greatest increase in violence and murders in cities is…we undermine the respect for our police and made…their job more difficult.\textsuperscript{86} Given the high level of prosecutorial discretion the Attorney General enjoys, it is likely police oversight of departments with a history of violence against the Latino and Black communities will only continue to be reduced instead of heightened.

D. Immigrant Detention Facilities

1. Most immigrants held in detention are Latinos, and are subjected to cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment.

Immigrant detention facilities are known to be rights-less spaces, where detainees that are held in prison-like conditions, have no right to counsel, receive limited access to legal representation, are placed far from their communities, families and resources and have little to no oversight. This all while being forced to survive in inhumane, cruel and dangerous conditions. The Theo Lacy Facility—Orange County, California’s largest detention facility—is representative of detention facilities across the nation, where some immigrants are held in solitary confinement for 24 hours a day,\textsuperscript{87} violating established international human rights law which establishes prolonged solitary confinement for more than fifteen days as torture.\textsuperscript{88}

Mass detentions and deportations, along with an unprecedented allocation of resources to immigration and border enforcement,\textsuperscript{89} have long since been official government policy. The State guarantees 34,000 beds in detention facilities to the privately-run prison and immigrant detention facility industry,\textsuperscript{90} namely the Corrections Corporation of America (CCA), which has conducted some of the most egregious acts of terror. Today, one in six migrant children are being detained at shelters operated by a private equity tycoon.\textsuperscript{91} The bed limit has been anything but, with the average daily detainee population consistently exceeding 37,000 since the summer of 2016.\textsuperscript{92} Of the mainly Latino immigrants detained, approximately 73% are detained in privately


\textsuperscript{87} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{88} Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Note by the Secretary General, A/66/268 (Aug. 5, 2011). The United States’ use of solitary confinement has been condemned as torture by the United Nations special rapporteur on torture. (“[I]t is safe to say that the United States uses solitary confinement more extensively than any other country, for longer periods, and with fewer guarantees.”).

\textsuperscript{89} \textit{See Removal Statistics, U.S. IMMIGRATION & CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, http://www.ice.gov/removal-statistics (last visited May 18, 2016) (From FY 2008 to FY 2015, approximately 2,878,672 individuals have been removed).}


run facilities, 15% in county jails, and only 12% in federally-owned (public) facilities. About 7,000 additional immigrants languish in local jails as a result of the ICE detainers mentioned above. Immigrants who may be unlawfully held could wait anywhere between 24 hours to several months to be transferred to a detention facility where they could be held even longer awaiting deportation.

After being subjected to unlawful detention, Latino and other immigrants are then transferred to federal immigrant detention facilities that operate under deplorable conditions that fall far below internationally mandated safety and sanitary standards. Over ninety percent of detainees nationwide are of Latino origin. Widespread human rights violations in immigrant detention facilities are well documented and continue despite repeat litigation, advocacy and denouncement. Detention facilities notoriously engage in inhumane treatment of detainees and conditions and have been compared to concentration camps. At the most basic level, immigrant detainees who are held are subject to conditions that are so unsanitary that they facilitate the transmission of contagious diseases. Outbreaks of measles and mumps in privately owned detention facilities have caused hundreds of detainees to be held in quarantine.

Detainees continue to suffer verbal and physical abuses, and vulnerable populations like women and LGBTTQI detainees are at risk for gender-based abuse and violence. After a visit to several detention centers in Texas in June 2019, Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, joined by several other Congressmembers, claimed witnessing female detainees being kept in cells
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94 Emily Ryo, et al. The Landscape of Immigration Detention in the United States, AMERICAN IMMIGRATION COUNCIL (Dec. 5, 2018), https://americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/landscape-immigration-detention-united-states (noting “Mexican nationals by themselves made up about 43 percent of the detainee population, and individuals from the Northern Triangle region of El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras made up about 46 percent of the detainee population.”).
96 The findings of the report showed that: ICE reported [ ] that it received 227 reports of sexual abuse and assault in FY 2017. Twenty-eight of these reports involved an LGBT victim. In FY 2017, ICE detained 323,591 people. ICE [ ] that in FY 2017, 467 immigrants disclosed being LGBT during intake to a detention facility. This means that although LGBT people were 0.14 percent of the people ICE detained in FY 2017, they accounted for 12 percent of victims of sexual abuse and assault in ICE detention that year. In other words, assuming each report of sexual violence is substantiated and involves a separate victim, LGBT people in ICE custody are 97 times more likely to be sexually victimized than non-LGBT people in detention.
97 See also Victoria López, Rampant Abuses in Immigration Detention Prove ICE Is Rotten to the Core, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION (March 1, 2019), https://www.aclu.org/blog/prisoners-rights/rampant-abuses-immigration-detention-prove-ice-rotten-core (finding that “1,655 pregnant women were booked into ICE custody over a 10-month period between 2017-2018 and that 28 women may have miscarried in ICE custody over the past two years.”); Ryan Kocian, CCA Guard Accused of 8 Sexual Assaults, Courthouse News (Apr. 15, 2015), https://www.courthousenews.com/cca-guard-accused-of-8-sexual-assaults/.
without access to water and were told by border patrol agents to “drink from the toilet”. This was the same facility where, just a month prior, over 300 children were removed after information was leaked that they were not fed properly and were forbidden from showering for weeks. During a hearing in front of federal appeals court, the Department of Justice defended cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment of child detainees who were forced to sleep on concrete floors all night with the lights on with nothing but an aluminum blanket, and were not provided soap or toothbrush. Despite an outpouring of questions and concerns by the panel of judges, the DOJ attorney remained firm in the defense of these conditions falling under the “safe and sanitary” requirement because the exact definition of that requirement was, according to the DOJ, not solidified. The court later determined that in fact basic sanitary items like soap and a toothbrush—which had been denied all children detainees—were absolutely required items that the government had an obligation to provide them. The fact that the United States argued that it bore no obligation to do so and that something as simple as ensuring that Latino immigrant children could wash themselves had to be litigated to force the State to do what has long been established under domestic and international human rights law speaks directly to malicious intent to systematically deprive Latinos of their fundamental human rights.

In June of 2017, the United States terminated a program known as the Family Case Management Program that functioned to keep immigrant families with children out of immigration detention, further endangering vulnerable and often traumatized mothers and children seeking asylum. The program prioritized the protection of vulnerable families, including those with children and/or spoke only indigenous languages, who were offered an alternative to crowded detention centers as they awaited asylum proceedings. Since removing the program, ICE has since resorted to deplorable alternatives to monitoring refugee and asylee presence, including branding asylum seekers with stigmatized ankle monitors and excessive government check-ins that impedes mothers’ abilities to provide childcare.

Conditions discovered at a separate detention facility also in June 2019 found that infants and toddlers were sleeping on concrete floors. Among the children there, there was a lice outbreak among twenty children, to which the facility responded by providing two lice combs and telling the children to “work it out.” Guards at the facility would punished the children by taking away their sleeping mats and blankets, leaving them to sleep with no protection on the floor. In addition, guards created a hierarchy among the children detainees by assigning a “child boss” to patrol and

100 Video of the oral argument is available at https://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/media/view_video.php?pk_vid=0000015907.
102 Aria Bendix, ICE Shuts Down Program for Asylum-Seekers, The Atlantic (June 9, 2017), https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2017/06/ice-shuts-down-program-for-asylum-seekers/529887/. As of a few months prior to its termination, there were 630 families enrolled.
103 These horrific conditions were discovered through interviews conducted by Warren Binford, a law professor at Willamette University, in June 2019 at the Clint border patrol facility in Texas. Most of the children interviewed were from Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador. More than 100 children were under the age of 13, while 18 children were ages four years old or younger, including the youngest child, who was just four and a half months old.
police the other children. For their compliance, these child “bosses” would be rewarded with extra food.\textsuperscript{104}

The abhorrent conditions inside the Stewart Detention Center in Georgia rival those of federal prisons: there are sixty men to a unit who share a shower area with only six showers, three toilets and three urinals. The detainees themselves are responsible for cleaning the bathrooms and only receive a payment of $1 - $2 a day.\textsuperscript{105} Detainees have often described the food served in the facility as rotten and the water green, smelling of feces. The lack of access of drinking water forces detainees to boil their water prior to washing their clothes or drinking from it.\textsuperscript{106} These conditions were the same found by the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General in the Theo Lacy Facility, where hundreds of detainees were forced to consume foul, expired lunch meat, use moldy showers and did not have access to working telephones.\textsuperscript{107}

In addition to exposing detainees to egregious and inhumane conditions, the State has done so to the wrong people. ICE and US Customs and Border Patrol (CBP)\textsuperscript{108} officials have wrongfully arrested, detained, and held US citizens in their custody. Since 2012, more than 1,480 U.S. citizens have been released from custody after an investigation into their citizenship was conducted. Immigration officers unjustly target these victims and assume that they are lying about their citizenship based on racial profiling and bias. From the overall investigations conducted into citizenship claims by detainees, over twenty percent were determined to have shown that the detainee was in fact a U.S. citizen.\textsuperscript{109} Most recently, one 18-year-old Latino citizen who was detained by CBP officials said that the conditions in the detention center were so bad that he almost self-deported. During his 23-day detainment, he lost twenty-six pounds, was not provided adequate food, and was not allowed to shower. He was held in an overcrowded area with other men, some of whom were ill and bitten by ticks, and slept on the floor with nothing but an aluminum foil blanket.\textsuperscript{110}


\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 32.


\textsuperscript{108} Both are agencies within the Department of Homeland Security.

\textsuperscript{109} Paige St. John and Joel Rubin, Must Reads: ICE held an American man in custody for 1,273 days. He’s not the only one who had to prove his citizenship, Los Angeles Times (April 27, 2018), https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-citizens-ice-20180427-hmlstory.html.

Beyond detaining immigrants, the United States has also been responsible for immigrant detainee deaths in their custody. Government records outlining investigations into the deaths of eighteen migrants in federal immigrant detention centers from 2012 - 2015 concluded that subpar care contributed to nearly half of the deaths.111 There were ten detention center related deaths in 2017 alone,112 which was the same amount of detainees who died in ICE custody in 2016. Those numbers are up from the proceeding years, when seven detainees died in 2015, three detainees died in 2014, and seven detainees died in 2013.113 Of the ten detainee deaths in 2017, seven were from Latin America.114 One of those deaths was Rolando Meza Espinoza, a Honduran immigrant and father of three. Meza Espinoza was wrongly detained by ICE on April 1, 2017, and died in ICE custody two months later of negligent medical attention.115 While detained, Meza Espinoza was only given medication for his diabetes, but he received no medical attention for his documented anemia or cirrhosis, despite asking a nurse in the detention center for additional medications. Meza Espinoza’s cause of death as stated by ICE was gastrointestinal bleeding and hemorrhagic shock. The State’s systemic negligence to tend to detainees’ medical conditions while actively promoting the unsafe and inhumane cages where they are housed is an integral part of the pattern and practice of racial profiling and targeting of Latinos in the U.S.

E. Border policies

1. The border policies of “Zero Tolerance” and family separation

For the past several years, and certainly in 2019, the world has watched while the United States has violated domestic and international law by interfering with asylum seekers’ legitimate rights and claims to asylum, criminalizing the very attempt to seek asylum or refugee status, and subjecting children and their parents—both survivors of trauma, torture and death threats—to torturous conditions. The Department of Homeland Security and Department of Justice jointly announced an interim final rule to block people from claiming asylum if they enter the United States outside legal ports of entry.116 The law per the 1997 Flores settlement provides that children cannot be held in prolonged detention,117 the United States has opted to hold both their parents for...

116 B. FR 33829; see also
117 Flores v. Sessions, 862 F.3d 863, 866 (9th Cir. 2017). The agreement, which was entered in 1997, in sum: [E]stablished a “nationwide policy for the detention, release, and treatment of minors in the custody of the INS.” The Flores Settlement set minimum standards for the detention, housing, and release of non-citizen juveniles who were detained by the government and obliged the government to pursue a “general policy favoring release” of such juveniles. The settlement also provided that minors in
Since children must be guaranteed bare minimum protections—which aren’t being adhered to—the State began in 2018 to impose a “zero-tolerance” policy to separate migrant children from their families so that parents could be prosecuted and held for extended periods in detention centers while their children are sent elsewhere.\footnote{\textsuperscript{119}} Separation was not a new policy and in fact has been going on for several years now.\footnote{\textsuperscript{120}} The change to separating families as official government policy was emphasized by former Attorney General Sessions, who declared in a public gathering, “if you don’t want your child to be separated [from you], then don’t bring them across the border illegally.”\footnote{\textsuperscript{121}} The former Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security characterized the practice of separating families at the border as a means of deterring people from attempting to cross the border into the United States to assert valid claims seeking asylum.\footnote{\textsuperscript{122}} Under the policy of family separation, immigrant families crossing the U.S.—Mexico border were prosecuted at a higher rate than were people crossing the border without children, placing the most vulnerable migrants in an even more traumatized and precarious positions.\footnote{\textsuperscript{123}} Immigrant families then face the very real possibility that the United States will take their children from them and place them in other facilities and maybe even other states or with “foster” families while they and their parents await to be adjudicated.\footnote{\textsuperscript{124}} On June 9, 2018, a Latino immigrant and father committed suicide while in immigration detention after he was separated from his child at the U.S.-Mexico border.\footnote{\textsuperscript{125}} The horrific and high cost of having to lose your child as a result of embarking on a journey to escape threats to your life and well-being are intentionally designed to target Latino immigrants in order to disrupt the social, communal and family networks upon which successful immigration is based.

Despite the State’s claim that they are ending the policy of family separation, the practice continues, as does the fearmongering of using this cruel tactic, which is often accompanied by the

deportation proceedings would be afforded a bond redetermination hearing before an immigration judge. Finally, the settlement defined a “minor” as “any person under the age of eighteen (18) years who is detained in the legal custody of the INS.\footnote{\textsuperscript{126}} Lopez v. Sessions, No. 18 CIV. 4189 (RWS), 2018 WL 2932726, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. June 12, 2018) (internal quotations omitted).
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\textsuperscript{125} Nick Miroff, \textit{A family was separated at the border, and this distraught father took his own life}, Washington Post (June 9, 2018), \url{https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/a-family-was-separated-at-the-border-and-this-distraught-father-took-his-own-life/2018/06/08/24e40b70-6b5d-11e8-9e38-24e693b38637_story.html}.
anti-immigrant rhetoric that permeates all immigration-related policies targeting the Latino community. Along the southern border, the State has stopped just short of declaring war on namely Latino/a immigrants seeking asylum or refugee status. President Trump attempted to incite fear among the nation by claiming that the migrant caravan that was making its way from Central America to the U.S. - Mexico border was “a pending invasion,” which inspired bigoted civilians to organize militias along the border and take enforcement matters into their own hands by capturing and holding asylum-seeking families at gunpoint near the border. This bashing of Latino immigrants as a way to justify the unlawful and inhumane attacks on their dignity and right to migrate, residence and life are repeated by the highest levels of government.

F. **Lack of access to justice**

1. **Courthouse arrests**

Courthouse arrests by ICE officers deters both documented and undocumented people from properly accessing justice, directly undermining the purpose of our justice system. In 2018, ICE substantially expanded the number of arrests, raids, surveillance operations and geographical scope of them, including into federal, state, and local courthouses. Immigrants who come to testify or show up for court appearances, and their family members who support them, are at risk for removal or detention. While courthouses have traditionally been seen as places where justice is sought and litigants are encouraged to come before the court to solve disputes peacefully, ICE claims that immigrants who show up there “pose[] a threat to public safety or interfer[e] with ICE’s enforcement actions.” As though they were engaged in a covert operation, ICE agents enter courthouses disguised in plainclothes, use intrusive surveillance and at times violent force to arrest immigrants who show up to comply with a court order to do so for unrelated issues, to seek protection from abusive situations or to hold accountable those who have violated their rights. As a result of trusting the neutrality of courthouses as a place to vindicate rights, they are subjected to arrests and detention, serving as a strong deterrence for other immigrants to seek justice, including for state violence such as that mentioned here.

Between 2017 - 2018, ICE operations in and around courthouses continued to increase, bringing arrests to unprecedented levels. These operations increased by 17% compared to 2017 and by 1700% compared to 2016. ICE agents conduct operations at all levels of the judiciary, including municipal courts, criminal courts and in courts designed to be rehabilitative instead of punitive. These changes underline ICE’s increasing reliance on city and state court system as a
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place to trap and detain immigrants. In New York, ICE set no limits on who they targeted, meaning that immigrants who appeared in a diversion court for victims of human trafficking or survivors of domestic violence seeking orders of protection against their aggressors were arrested and detained. In fact, ICE agents aggressively targeted immigrants who are survivors of domestic violence, survivors of human trafficking, and youth.\textsuperscript{132} ICE also increased their arrests of minors, despite being eligible for special forms of immigration relief like the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA).\textsuperscript{133}

In addition to courthouse arrests, ICE is also using courthouses and judicial proceedings to surveil immigrants.\textsuperscript{134} In one case, ICE followed an attorney and her client as they left the courthouse together until they went separate ways, at which point undercover ICE officers surrounded the client and arrested him. They kept the arrestee, who is married to a U.S. citizen, incarcerated in immigration detention for more than four months before being scheduled for his first hearing in immigration court.

The legal profession has called on ICE to immediately halt its persecution of immigrants in spaces where justice is sought, recognizing it as a great deterrence for complying with court orders, enforcing court decisions and installing faith among the public in the judiciary’s ability to adjudicate without drastic collateral consequences to immigrants. In 2017, the American Bar Association called on the U.S. Congress to add courthouses to the list of “sensitive locations” where immigration authorities cannot make arrests except in emergency situations.\textsuperscript{135} In 2018, 67 former state and federal judges sent a letter to ICE expressing concern about courthouse arrests.\textsuperscript{136} In the New York City alone, 71% of surveyed law enforcement officers reported that the lack of trust and cooperation from immigrant survivors of crime or those with limited English proficiency had an adverse impact on their ability to investigate and prosecute crime. In addition, 67% reported an impact on their ability to protect immigrant crime survivors while 64% reported an adverse impact on officer safety.\textsuperscript{137}

IV. Failure to Protect

The increase in the number of hate crimes committed against Latinxs and the subsequent lack of protections and justice they receive has worsened over the life of this petition but has dramatically worsened under President Trump. The horrific massacre in El Paso, Texas of 22 Latinx civilians this summer is just the latest example, and Petitioners fear it may not be the last.

A. Increase in hate crimes

The criminalization of Latino presence, racial profiling, demonizing Latinx immigrants as criminals and not “real” Americans and the xenophobic and anti-immigrant rhetoric and policies

\textsuperscript{132} Id. at 10.
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of the State have emboldened the worst tendencies in civilians, including resulting to hate-filled violence against Latinos and Latinas. While attacks against Latinx citizens are not new, they have increased as a result both of President Trump and administration officials use incendiary language that incites violence, in addition to the lack of any meaningful consequences to perpetrators of such violence. As a result, already troubling rates of anti-Latinx hate crimes in the U.S. have risen since President Trump’s election.

This rise in hate crimes is not contemporaneously represented in annual FBI national hate crime reports, which are at least two years behind in reporting and have problematic framing of hate crimes to diminish the showing of actual violence against people of color. Despite the lack of either tracking or accurate data by the State, civil society groups documented 1,094 hate incidents in the month following Trump’s election alone. Anti-immigrant attacks were the most common, representing 20% of all incidents reported; overall, 152 hate incidents specifically targeted Latinos. Of the total hate incidents reported in the month following the election, around 37% directly referenced then President-elect Donald Trump’s campaign slogans.

Since his candidacy and inauguration, Trump-inspired anti-Latinx hate crimes have been reported throughout the United States. Most recently, a shooting massacre was committed at a Walmart in El Paso, Texas—a city that is 80% Latino—by an emboldened white supremacist whose intent was to target Mexicans. The shooter travelled 600 miles to the border town armed with assault rifles and protective gear and described Latino immigrants an “invasion,” precisely the same language used by President Trump to describe the same population, including immediately after the massacre happened. Trump resorted to his same narrative that is inspiring racist violence nationwide, calling immigrants at the southern border “criminals” and that their arrival is an “invasion.” The El Paso assassin had a photograph posted on his social media account of his assault weapons laid out to spell the name “Trump.”

The message of anti-Latinx hate and violence has spread nationwide and people are finding inspiration in Trump’s message to go after the “criminal” immigrants. Among the incidents include:

- In Boston, one of two brothers who allegedly beat a homeless Latino man cited Trump’s message on immigration as a motivation for the attack. “Donald Trump was right, all these illegals need to be deported,” Scott Leader, 38, told officers.

---
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• In California, three men were charged with hate crimes after an unprovoked attack on a group of Latino men who were playing soccer in a public park. The suspects were identified as white supremacists who were “screaming racial slurs: ‘Heil Hitler’, ‘AV Skins,’ just numerous racial slurs toward the Hispanics.”\(^{145}\)

• In New York, a man assaulted a Latino victim as he yelled racial slurs at a train station in Long Island, not far from where Petitioner Lucero was murdered.\(^{146}\)

• In New Jersey, high school students staged a walkout after a video surfaced of a teacher telling students that U.S. soldiers are “not fighting for your right to speak Spanish, they’re fighting for your right to speak American.”\(^{147}\)

• In Austin, Texas, middle school students walked out in protest of a teacher allegedly telling a student to “go back to Mexico” after hearing the student speaking Spanish.\(^{148}\)

• In San Antonio, Texas, fake cards were distributed offering a money reward to anyone who reported an “undocumented alien” to ICE.\(^{149}\)

• In San Diego, the city’s Immigration Museum was vandalized with messages reading, “too much immigration! Go back to your country. This one is ours!”\(^{150}\)

• In Los Angeles, a 92-year-old Latino man was beaten with a brick by a woman who was reported yelling, “go back to your country, why are you here?”\(^{151}\)

• In San Francisco, a man verbally and physically assaulted a Latina childcare provider as she was taking care of two small children, telling her, “no Latinos here.”\(^{152}\)

• In Washington, a man chased a neighborhood woman with a knife and threatened to blow her up when he discovered that she immigrated from Mexico.\(^{153}\)

While United States claims that federal hate crime legislation exists and that many states have incorporated hate crimes provisions into their penal codes, including New York and Pennsylvania (where the crimes against the named petitioners occurred), they are largely unused.


and inadequate. The Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 2009, a federal statute, is an insufficient and largely symbolic condemnation of hate crimes that leaves the primary responsibility of prosecution with local authorities. Federal jurisdiction under the Shepard Byrd Act is limited to circumstances where: 1) the state where the crime occurred lacks jurisdiction; 2) the state invites the federal government to assume jurisdiction; 3) state prosecution fails to vindicate federal interests; and 4) federal prosecution is in the public interest and necessary to secure substantial justice. In sum, the federal government may not pursue prosecutions in states that have enacted analogous hate crimes legislation, regardless of whether those states are vigorously prosecuting hate crimes in practice. In addition, the Shepard Byrd Act does little to assist local jurisdictions with their efforts to ramp up hate crimes prosecution. State, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies seeking funding under the Act must submit an application first, and the amount they could receive is minimal. The federal government does not mandate a standard definition for hate crimes across states, nor is there mandatory reporting of hate crimes or crimes committed based upon a perceived protected category (for states with state-level hate crimes legislation). In addition, the categorization by the federal government of what constitutes a hate crime and who is a victim is extremely problematic, makes invisible where actual bias-based criminal activity is targeted and against whom, and shows a fundamental misunderstanding of what hate crimes are and against who they’re perpetuated.

**B. Unreported and underreported crimes – including hate crimes - against Latinos due to federal government aggression, persecution and negligence**

Even more telling than the United State’s explicit statements is its silence and unwillingness to recognize, prosecute and protect against incidences of racially charged violence against Latinos. The administration’s reluctance to address or even acknowledge hate crimes committed by white supremacists suggests to the American people an implied approval of this kind of criminal behavior targeting people of color. The Department of Justice estimates that over half of violent hate crimes go unreported, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation has recently identified at least 120 federal agencies that are failing to report hate crimes in violation of federal law. The resulting difficulty in obtaining and interpreting accurate data on the prevalence and characteristics of hate crimes leaves states unable to understand the scope and nature of hate-

---

154 N.Y. PENAL LAW § 485.05 (McKinney 2010) (“A person commits a hate crime when he or she commits a specified offense and . . . intentionally selects the person against whom the offense is committed or intended to be committed in whole or in substantial part because of a belief or perception regarding the race, color, [or] national origin . . . of a person.”); 18 PA. CONS. STAT. § 2710 (2003) (“A person commits the offense of ethnic intimidation if, with malicious intention towards the race, color, religion or national origin of another individual or group of individuals, he commits an offense . . . .”).


156 Id. at 1883.

157 Id. at 1871. (check article for whether this is true or just how it turns out in practice)


motivated violence. Because of the State’s both overt encouragement of harassing and violent behavior towards Latinos while simultaneously removing protections for Latino victims of crime, Latinos are understandably reluctant to report hate crimes and police misconduct – regardless of immigration status - due to fears of deportation and collusion between local law enforcement and immigration authorities.

Nowhere is this more visible than in gender-based violence, where survivors of the same are increasingly hesitant to report their abuse and abusers to law enforcement, even when it means they will have to forgo any protections. In Houston alone, the number of Latinas who reported sexual assault dropped nearly 43 percent in the first three months of 2017 and the number of Latino victims of robberies and aggravated assaults were down 12 percent.\footnote{John Burnett, New Immigration Crackdowns Creating ‘Chilling Effect’ On Crime Reporting, NPR (May 25, 2017), http://www.npr.org/2017/05/25/529513771/new-immigration-crackdowns-creating-chilling-effect-on-crime-reporting.} In Los Angeles, sexual assault reporting among Latina survivors dropped 25 percent in 2017.\footnote{Id.} In general, 78% of immigrant survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault and human trafficking have reported to advocacy groups that they now have concerns about contacting police due to fears of being deported or other immigration consequences, including having ICE officials show up at courthouses where they may have proceedings to seek relief from a violent situation.\footnote{2017 Advocate and Legal Service Survey Regarding Immigrant Survivors, TAHIRIH JUSTICE CENTER, http://www.tahirih.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/2017-Advocate-and-Legal-Service-Survey-Key-Findings.pdf; see also above commentary on courthouse arrests.} As a result, legal advocates are now uncertain how to advise immigrant survivors about the consequences of reporting their abuse or abusers if they call the police or go to court to seek restraining orders.\footnote{Id.}

C. Cutting enforcement for civil rights violations and creating sensational unit, “Victims of Immigrant Crime” (VOICE)

1. Defunding of civil rights enforcement

The United States has openly and unapologetically abandoned its duty to protect all residents found within its jurisdiction, irrespective of citizenship, and has instead aggressively weakened protections for Latinos by fostering an environment ripe for abuse, exploitation and violence against them. The state has weakened civil rights initiatives and enforcement mechanisms across federal agencies and has chosen to focus its prosecutorial power not on the perpetrators of hate crimes against Latino immigrants – which are by far the majority of crimes involving immigrants - but by them. In 2018, the Administration put forth a proposed budget to defund the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division, which employs 750 attorneys who have historically fought discrimination and defended civil rights.\footnote{Taylor Tepper, President Trump Wants to Kill These 17 Federal Agencies and Programs. Here’s What They Actually Cost (and Do), Time (Jan. 24, 2017), http://time.com/money/4639544/trump-nea-sesame-street-budget-cut/} The intent of the United States later became obvious: the administration’s goal was to “redirect resources of the Justice Department’s civil rights division toward investigating and suing universities over affirmative
action admissions policies deemed to discriminate against white applicants.”¹⁶⁶ While the proposed budget was rejected, President Trump then put forth a nominee for the DOJ Civil Rights Division with a history of representing companies in discrimination suits to lead the agency designed to ensure worker protections.¹⁶⁷

Similar cuts were proposed to civil rights enforcement and protections across the administration. The proposed 2018 budget by the U.S. Department of Education would have cut over 40 positions from the Department’s Office of Civil Rights, and the Department of Labor sought to dissolve the office that handles discrimination complaints – a central and significant function of the agency. The Environmental Protection Agency proposed cutting 31% of the agency’s overall budget and eliminating the environmental justice program, which largely addresses the concerns of communities of color.¹⁶⁸ That same year, the administration’s proposed budget would have eliminated the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) and transfer its functions to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which would impede the work of both the OFCCP and EEOC as each have distinct missions and expertise, undermining the civil rights protections that employers and workers have relied on for almost 50 years.¹⁶⁹ In addition, the Department of Housing and Urban Development proposed a rule in 2019 seeking to restrict housing assistance for families with mixed-citizenship status.¹⁷⁰ The agency’s own analysis showed that the proposal could lead to 55,000 children becoming temporarily homeless.

The Trump administration has shown its disdain for the immigrant community, not only in rhetoric but also in the closing of nearly two dozen U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services field offices around the world.¹⁷¹ These offices help U.S. citizens who want to bring family to the United States, process refugee applications, and enable overseas citizenship applications.¹⁷²

2. Establishment of the Office of Victims of Immigration Crime Engagement (VOICE)

The United States’ increased focus on crimes committed by immigrants, combined with its neglect of immigrant victims of crime, has left Latino communities unable to trust law enforcement at all levels. Despite a post-election surge in anti-Latino hate incidents, the Justice Department has not charged or indicted a single perpetrator of anti-Latino violence with federal hate crimes

¹⁷⁰ 84 FR 20589.
charges. Instead, the United States has decided to immediately terminate and reallocate “any and all resources that are currently used to advocate on behalf of illegal aliens” to a new scapegoating initiative called the Victims of Immigration Crime Engagement (VOICE) Office. Housed within ICE (to create a nexus to “bad” immigrants who commit the “criminal offense” of migration), former DHS Director Kelly stated that VOICE was created because “[c]riminal aliens routinely victimize U.S. citizens and other legal residents.” He went on to say that victims of immigrant crime are “unique” because they are “casualties of crimes that should never have taken place, because the people who victimized them often times should not have been in the country in the first place.”

Among the VOICE Office’s initiatives is the Victim Information and Notification Exchange (VINE) hotline, an automated service that allows victims and their families to track the immigration custody status of undocumented perpetrators of crime. VINE has proven itself controversial and problematic from the moment of its inception. On the day it became operational, VINE listed minors as young as two-years-old among its “illegal alien perpetrators of crime.” While DHS eventually removed minors’ names from the database, it continues to publish a substantial list of detained immigrants with no context for their detention. Advocates have noted that anyone seeking to threaten an asylum seeker’s family back home can easily do it, because VINE publishes all ICE detainees over the age of 18 by name and country of origin, including asylum seekers. While some of these services were already offered by ICE’s community engagement office, the current shift in emphasis on crime victims demonizes all immigrants and contradicts actual crime data, which consistently shows that immigrants are less likely to commit crimes than native-born U.S. citizens.

---

173 The Justice Department is still investigating whether or not to charge the assassin in the El Paso massacre of 22 people with a hate crime. The FBI agent responsible for investigating the massacre refused to follow the state of Texas’ lead in calling it a hate crime, saying, “I did not call it a hate crime, I said we’re looking at other aspects… before we can label any type of investigation, we have to ensure the evidence and the precursors are there and they have to be reviewed.” Tara Law, Everything We Know About the Possible Hate Crime Investigation in the El Paso Shooting, Time (Aug. 5, 2019), https://time.com/5643306/el-paso-shooting-hate-crime-investigation/.


175 DHS announces launch of new office for victims of illegal immigrant crime, DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (Apr. 26, 2017), https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/dhs-announces-launch-new-office-victims-illegal-immigrant-crime. Ironically, DHS officials also told reporters that VOICE will focus on crimes committed by anyone who could potentially face deportation, a group that could include legal permanent residents with every right to be in the U.S.
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D. Failure to adequately investigate, prosecute, and convict officers.

1. Case study: Suffolk County

Suffolk County in Long Island, New York is where attacks on numerous Latino residents have occurred in the past decade or so. These attacks were a consequence of the Suffolk County Police Department’s (“SCPD”) disturbing practice of simultaneously neglecting Latino crime victims and racially profiling law-abiding Latinx residents. The SCPD’s racially biased policing created an environment where attacks on Latinxs could take place with impunity. Suffolk County adopted new hate crimes training and improved under the 2009 U.S. DOJ Civil Rights Division’s investigation and supervision agreement, but it has not curbed its on-going racial profiling practices.\(^\text{180}\) A vague January 2015 compliance report discusses SCPD compliance check-ins, “technical assistance” provided, and revision of policies – but fails to address the practical impact of the hate crime training, the actual implementation of the revised policies, and whether the changes yielded substantive improvements, such as decreased arbitrary abuse, arrests, and detentions.\(^\text{181}\) Given the Department of Justice’s disdain for consent decrees—which SCPD is covered by—there is little public confidence in their ability or interest to reign in predatory policing in Suffolk County against Latinos/as, let alone remedy systemic inequities that continue to run rampant.\(^\text{182}\)

In reality, the SCPD’s disregard for Latino lives has continued in spite of the DOJ’s supervision. In 2010, a gang of white teenagers brutally attacked two Latino day laborers, killing one and seriously injuring the other. Over four years later, the SCPD still refused to provide information to the victims’ families, claiming that the investigation remained “open.”\(^\text{183}\) In October 2015, a 40-year-old mother named Lilía Aucapina from the section of Long Island known as the Hamptons disappeared, days after a judge issued a protective order against her abusive husband as part of a divorce proceeding. Six weeks later, a hunter found her body a few hundred feet from her home, in woods the police claimed to have thoroughly searched. Police quickly ruled her death a suicide, but disbelieving relatives have demanded an autopsy report or certificate of death from authorities.\(^\text{184}\) Residents compare the case to a 2014 incident where another Ecuadorian woman’s death was quickly ruled a suicide under similarly suspicious circumstances.\(^\text{185}\)

Anti-Latino sentiment continues to permeate Suffolk County and the SCPD. Outside of New York City, Suffolk County reports the highest rate of hate crimes in New York State, yet less

\(^{180}\) Former Attorney General Sessions mandated a presumption against consent decrees, which the DOJ has maintained as a position, believing that they reduce police morale.  
\(^{181}\) U.S. Resp. 8.  
\(^{182}\) Plaintiffs #1-21 v. County of Suffolk, et al., Case No. 15-cv-2431 (E.D.N.Y.).  
than 20% of such crimes lead to an arrest.\textsuperscript{186} As recently as June 2017, with Suffolk County authorities investigating a possible hate crime after a man was beaten by four white men in Hampton Bays yelling anti-Hispanic slurs, the Southampton Police Chief said that local authorities “don’t see this as a pattern.”\textsuperscript{187} The year prior in September 2016, the bodies of two Latina teenagers were found in the Long Island community of Brentwood, beaten with machetes and baseball bats, prompting an investigation that led police to the skeletons of three teenage boys. Parents who reported their teenage sons missing months before the girls’ bodies were found say that police disregarded their complaints, believing that the Latino boys had run away to join the MS-13 gang that was eventually believed to have murdered them.\textsuperscript{188} In April of 2017, four more Latino boys’ bodies were found in the woods. Police have provided no closure to the victims’ parents, some of whom have not been allowed to view their son’s body. Instead of recognizing Latinos/as victims as precisely that, local law enforcement insists they are part of gangs—a narrative coopted and continued by President Trump and former Attorney General Sessions. One grieving mother said, “Sometimes I think if it had been an American boy, they would be moving heaven and earth, but since they are Latino boys with Latino parents . . .”\textsuperscript{189} Suffolk County police to this day still fail to promptly investigate crimes against Latino communities.

Instead of working to remedy Suffolk County’s abuses, the Trump administration has joined the SCPD in the scapegoating of Latino residents. In April 2016, then-candidate Donald Trump held a Republican fundraiser in Suffolk County, three minutes walking distance from where Marcelo Lucero was murdered by seven white teenagers engaged in “hunting Latinos.” Community organizers called the event a “finger in the eye” of Patchogue’s Ecuadorian community. Latino civil society groups held a rally, a vigil, a church service, and a “Make America Love Again” (as a quip to Trump’s on-going campaign slogan, “Make America Great Again”) march to protest the event, but the Suffolk County Police Department defended the event.\textsuperscript{190} On April 28, 2017, former Attorney General Sessions visited Suffolk County and in a speech to local law enforcement pledged to eradicate the gang MS-13 by cracking down on illegal immigration. “We cannot continue with this transporting across our border illegal immigrants who have not been properly vetted and actually are part of criminal organizations,” Mr. Sessions said. He offered no assurances to Long Island’s sizable immigrant community that they could safely report crimes to police regardless of immigration status, nor recognized that the victims of violent crime had in fact been Latinos/as. Instead, he called the notion of strict immigration enforcement eroding trust

an “exaggerated argument.” The United State’s painting of Suffolk County as a remedied place that has purged its racist, anti-Latino and anti-immigrant actions is merely an effort to whitewash the harsh truths and reality that Latinos face living and working there, and to diminish the violence they have survived.
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